
O potrzebie dyskusji nad relacjami pomiędzy pedagogiką katolicką i katechetyką 

There are quite clearly identifiable trends in the European spirituality. The first trend could be called 

Frankish-German trend. The second trend, which has very strongly appeared in Europe, although a 

bit later, this is a trend which can be named as Ciryl and Methodius trend. The clash of these two 

trends occurred in history in a few moments. In the context of these trends a Catholic education was 

born as a science trend. Talking about Catholic pedagogy today is an entirely new proposition. You 

would have to notice three separate understanding of the definition of Catholic education. The most 

extensive understanding of the Catholic pedagogy as a whole education and upbringing in the 

Catholic spirit, whatever is done in the frame of human formation, education of a man,  human 

formation in the Catholic spirit, can be called a Catholic pedagogy. The second is a strict 

understanding of the Catholic pedagogy. It is the education and general upbringing of man, but 

carried out at a school in the Catholic spirit. And the third as a specialized understanding of Catholic 

pedagogy, it is a set of pedagogic methods allowed for Catholic teachers and Catholic students. 

 

Potencjał duchowy dziecka w procesie formacji duchowej 

Education, which has affected all dimensions of human life, is incomplete if it ignores the faith. 

Expression of human life and the road to happiness in a way that reduced to what is seen and felt 

what is possible today to achieve the result that it loses in dignity. This situation is not favorable to 

the educational programs, inspired by Christian faith. Today, pay attention to yet another issue, for 

which they encounter an education inspired by Christian faith. It is a frequent lack of consistency 

between the values which the family lives and those whom their peers living environment or school 

environment. Values which are sometimes the parents are living too weak to resist the strong 

influence of &quot;anti-values&quot; peer environment. Deep knowledge of meaning and purpose in 

life is done deep in the heart and soul of man. There is a source of strength to make life, sometimes 

hard choices. Gaze and attention of a young man should be so returned there when looking for 

answers to the questions: Who am I, what is important to me?, Who will I be? 

 

Wychowanie do cierpienia w ujęciu Jana Pawła II 

Among the many very important issues and topics, there is a problem particularly important and 

complicated, namely the problem of upbringing human to suffering. It seems apparently that the 

content of this word is very simple. But the reality turns out to be different. There are three different 

meanings of the term. All of them are connected with a man - a social being who has awareness and 

brain. The word “suffering” is a polysemantic term. The content of the word “suffering” in the first 

place includes the physical suffering of human, and then - moral. Upbringing to the suffering is done 

mainly in the family. The family is the main community in which there is a network of social relations 

from close and the most direct to the most distant. Families often suffer a crisis as a result of hostile 

cultural, social or economic influences. These experiences contribute to the suffering that has 

different qualities, has a multiaspect meaning. Probably affects the child upbringing in the spiritual 

and moral values. Upbringing to the suffering is done in the school system, in which everyone works 

together, thus parents, relatives, teachers, community organizations and others. The concept of 



upbringing to the suffering - is an important component of the scientific theory of the Holy Father. It 

is closely connected to the pedagogy of hope, with the philosophical and anthropological 

interpretation. 

Cierpienie jako pedagogia człowieka 

Human suffering has many dimensions, is a multidimensional experience. A suffering human often 

becomes rejected by the healthy. We will meet many definitions of suffering. Suffering is the part 

that reaches deep layers of human life. Its role is so important and significant not only in the sphere 

spiritual life. Speaking about the scale of human suffering human can be affected by pain, burdened 

with suffering or permeated with suffering. Suffering has many names and it can meet a variety of 

functions in the human personality. Suffering often leads to changing life, gives meaning to life, is an 

accompaniment of the hope for salvation, is an affirmation of life. Moreover, the suffering is a way 

and means to discover other human, but it is also a new perspective of the vertical relationship. 

Through the centuries and generations it has been found that in the suffering is a special power 

bringing human internally nearer to Christ. Suffering despite the fact that it is very unpleasant 

feeling, and as long as it exists, we can not be completely happy, it is not the enemy of man, on the 

contrary, is his ally. 

 

Jan Paweł II – nauczyciel cierpienia 

John Paul II died in reputation of holiness as his whole life had been sanctified by the cross of Jesus 

Christ. His pontificate, so unusual and fruitful, moved the whole world. He gave testimony of his 

greatness through his life filled with the gospel and authentic faith. His life was influenced by the 

figure of St. Charles Borromeo, whose lot was so similar to the Pope’s. The saint was a signpost of 

humbleness and humility for John Paul II. Karol Wojtyła reached out to a human being. His life was 

filled with pilgrimages where he preached the gospel not only with the world but also with the 

example of his own life. He showed special love and care to the ill and suffering. He considered them 

to be a special community, which he called the Church of suffering. He was a defender of life and 

human dignity as well as a strong opponent of euthanasia and abortion. He experienced serious 

conditions himself and, thus, was able to understand human suffering. However, in all pain and 

suffering, he tried to point to the suffering Saviour. He perceived his illness as a mission, a calling to 

a special experience of Christianity. He opposed to the lifestyle created by the media, the world of 

advertising and illusion. You cannot live through your earthly journey without experiencing suffering, 

disability or illness of your own or your close ones. The successor of Apostle Peter preached that life 

in the light of the gospel was not easy, but its beauty was visible through all the hardship and 

suffering. So beautiful was the life of John Paul II. His going to the House of the Father was observed 

by the whole world, which stood still for a moment. The Pope died but his teaching is still alive and 

brings fruit. 

 

 

 



Kultura fundamentem współczesnego patriotyzmu 

Aspekty pedagogiczne 

The concept of culture has been repeatedly and in many ways defined. Culture determines the 

existence of man and helps him a pilgrimage to eternity. National culture is one aspect of the cultury, 

which is closely related to the national social formation of individuals. The duration of the culture of 

the nation, respect its rules and its participation in the historical edification, formed in units of 

a specific style of thinking, a sense of beauty, goodness. The crisis of modern culture is making itself 

felt in the various forms. In the culture of the modern world is becoming increasingly noticeable lack 

of reference point, which would provide for an absolute - that is God. Proposed march toward 

freedom, designed to free the unit from the shackles of tradition, often end up enslaved. One of the 

more transparent mujących diagnoses of contemporary decline of culture, especially art, sketched in 

1918, Stanislaw Ignacy Witkiewicz. John Paul II has repeatedly reminded the world of today that 

there needs-ba build a better world, a more humant. 

 

Założenia ideowe pracy wychowawczej w galicyjskich szkołach ludowych 

Educational Galician activists did also try to present the model of a good teacher. Teachers were also 

striving to promote the achievements of pedagogy in the pages of magazines and by organizing 

regional conferences. In the Polish educational public school after regaining independence, there 

occurred a significant influence of family and pupil’s family environment. The influence of the family 

to maintain the national identity was dependent on its social and economic status, intellectual level, 

and on an awareness of the need for a free country. For the Galician educators it was also important 

to prepare the child for life in society. Galician educators and teachers also marked its contribution to 

the development of educational institutions. Educational innovation of Galicia less affected areas of 

teaching, and more educational. For many teachers in Galicia, the issue of education was crucial. 

 

Wpływ kultury na wychowanie społeczne w procesie socjalizacji 

Impact of culture on social education in the process of socialization 

The first mechanism of the impact of culture on social education is the process of socialization. The 

concept of socialization was introduced to the social sciences by F. Giddings in 1897. He described 

this concept as a development of the social nature or character, that is, the social status of the 

psyche of people who are in their mutual relationships. However, this term came into use in 

sociology, social psychology and cultural anthropology at the turn of the 30s and 40s of the 

Twentieth century. In 1947 W. P. Ogburn and W. F. Nimkoff  used this term in a sociology textbook, 

treating a socialization as a process by which the human person by participating in a family group, 

peer groups and the local community becomes a person. In this article the problem of the impact of 

culture on social education in the socialization process is presented in the context of the following 

issues: 1. Socialization as the process of creating a socio-cultural patterns of behavior; 2. Socialization 

and acculturation. 



Jaka wartośd edukacji? 

Value of education  

The basic category of axiology is ‘value’. When considering the definition of this notion, it can be 

discussed with reference to two classical concepts: subjective (Protagoras) and objective (Aristotle). 

The discovery of classical values revealed a rational and purposeful world before a man, it 

established the criteria of understanding nature and culture and most importantly it became 

a measure of understanding the man. Values are usually uncovered in confrontation, for instance in 

the process of education. That being so, the system and hierarchy of values not only play the role of 

criteria with which one makes his choices but also exhibit the attitudes and specific man’s behaviour. 

Education itself is a value and has a dimension of common good. It is completely successful only 

when the process of improving skills and shaping abilities is accompanied by values, including truth 

which is an integral part of man’s development. In order to remember that, it is important to 

comprehend the purpose of education, know who delivers it and who can obtain it. The 

contemporary crisis of education is in fact a crisis of a man who loses the sense of truth in the 

postmodernistic and relativistic reality, suffers loss of ideas for creative projects and abandons hope 

of self-realization in the future. When discussing the value of education it is important to ask again: 

What makes a man? 

 

Wiara jako wartośd w życiu współczesnego człowieka 

Faith in the life of a contemporary human. 

On the basis of personal experience one can conclude that it’s neither from family tradition, nor from 

external or internal orders, but from the experience of God’s love, that deep faith and Christian 

morality comes from. One can be Christened but unbelieving at the same time. Faith is born from 

listening23. The development of faith requires care, work and involvement. A strong connection with 

Christ is the source of moral activity. Our behaviour in accordance with faith takes place only after 

we have met God, after the experience which God “orders” a human to undergo, based on the 

gratuitous gift of faith. If a Christian hasn’t experienced the infinite good nature of God, he or she is 

rather “sociologically” faith oriented. 

 

Zmiana form i metod nauczania jako podstawa do indywidualnego przygotowania uczniów do życia 

w XXI wieku 

The greatest achievement of changes in 1989 was to achieve freedom, the introduction of 

democracy. One of the main negative events are serious lacks in the field of science and teaching 

methods. The main objective of education reform is to change traditional education in a creative, 

humanistic upbringing and education. To illustrate this point there were special research carried out. 

The results of the research gave arguments for comprehensive programs of social development of 

pupils through common way of learning. The ideal of upbringing and educating would be good 

(honorable, moral, with a strong character), wise (educated, creative), active (independent, 

hardworking, initiative) and happy (quiet, healthy) person. 



Wychowanie katolickie we współczesnej rodzinie polskiej 

Szanse i zagrożenia 

In family catholic education. Chances and threats 

Family is basic cell societies. There is home church. There is intention of God. Source of catholic 

family fact of creation is on image of God. Polish family is attacked by drastic liberalism. Basic values 

are attacked. Fidelity, clearness, catholic ethics. It is threatened most bred. Cult of body and sexual 

education impacts to clearness. Pornography and drug addiction destroys young people. Family loses 

catholic identity. Life without marriage and unfidelity destroys permanent relationships. Tradition 

dies out. It belongs to return to principles of gospels. It belongs to help family through education. It is 

necessary to teach catechism of father. Church is source. Christ and sacraments. Life of father has to 

be example. Faith and love. Love, god is source which. Must be based in family on God education. 

 

Troska o dobre wychowanie – czyli jakie? 

Today we often hear the voices of concerned parents and teachers and other educators, that the 

times in which we live, are extremely difficult. The formation of the younger generation takes place 

in the social and cultural context of a specific era. Education in optics partnership is meeting people, 

master and disciple, through which opens the horizon of values by which man becomes man. 

Education and upbringing is then par excellence, if there is education for love to love. Education is 

the multilateral process - the teacher and the pupil of educating each other, bringing up to love, to 

nurture family life. A mature love is not only posing love life, but is also always love educating. 

A good education is a human-based education charity. This love is present especially in the family 

and homeland. These two communities are mutually reinforcing. 

 

Wychowawcze znaczenie pracy jako istota pedagogiki pracy 

The education significance of the work as the essence of the pedagogy of the work 

The work is a great value in the European culture. The man is finding not only money in it for his life, 

but at the same time is finding a way of his development. The article is showing beginnings of 

scientific reflection over the work and the upbringing. Examinations concerning the work and the 

man with the work, resulted in the systematization of the knowledge and creating the new field of 

study a pedagogy of the work is which. The article is describing contemporary issues associated with 

bringing up to the work and through the work. 

 

Religijnośd człowieka w procesie psychospołecznego rozwoju 

Religiousness of the man in the process of the psychosocial development 

The religiousness of the man is integrated his comprehensive development. Because he concerns 

cognitive, emotional aspects and the behaviour. The present article is specifying the specificity of 



comprehending religiousness on land of psychology and a problem of the development of the 

religiousness is presenting in the psychosocial context. An attempt to distinguish elements of the 

religious attitude and criteria is a particular aspect of seen religiousness. Because the seen 

religiousness constitutes the foundation of being out of order only in the aspect of the spiritual 

development, but he is also a chance of the individual of the self-realization in positive and creative 

ways of the adjustment to difficult reality. 

 

Kłamstwo w wychowaniu 

A lie in upbringing 

The starting point of considering a theme of a lie in upbringing is going to be an attempt to define 

and answer a question- what is a lie? It is extremely important to know the essence and types of a lie 

which occur during upbringing. Upbringing is not a home to a lie which changes reality by introducing 

chaos, disarray and fear. By knowing a lie, its forms of appearance within the upbringing, it is worth 

pertaining to a figure of a pedagogue which should be the basis for the truth. The truth is the basis of 

educating another person, the first condition for a person to grow. The principles which fight a lie 

within upbringing concern telling the truth, not lying, and protecting the truth. 

 

Rodzina w świetle adhortacji apostolskiej Familiaris Consortio 

This passed 30 years in 2011r. John Paweł II publish Adhortation apostolic Familiaris consortio. 

I honour, esteem. I remember. We all remember. This my voice. This is my homage. This is for Pope, 

for His life word of homage. He worked heavily, then great, splendid pontificate was. John Paweł II 

teach whole world of Love, Humanism, Good, Truth. This document- Familiaris consortio was written 

on basis of the Bishops’ Synods and the conclusions of sociology of Church on II Radium in Vatican. 

Adhortation is for Bishops, Priests’ Ministers and for all Catholics - Christians. This is science, then 

appeal is to whole world. The document describes in world the important tasks of family, task of 

Christian families at present. Speech about tasks is in perspective of everyday, day here and on 

future time...This tells how to make development, it tells how to make the formation of Catholic 

families. Family this generation : children, parents, grandfathers, seniors. Document describes this it - 

tells about different problems of family. This tells, that the largest value in family this charisma - the 

Sacrament of Marriage. Adhortation is visible how to save Christian families. What to do when 

marriage has divorce, separating. It one should to help when it has not at marriage of Church. The 

special is call to Christians - the defence of Life human life is the highest value, moral value.Man has 

honour, man has dignity. Man has sex. Man has to respect sex. Important ewangelization part and 

formation, mission Christian-structure, organization Church Apostolic. Church and family always 

together. To connect education, evangelization, mission always together. Family in Church, family in 

society has key, basic task . The family has the plan of work for existence of mankind, that this is then 

the plan of work, continuous mission and still. Document appeals, then it does reflection, then it 

does the mobilizations of heart and intelligence - reason . Adhortation shows this how he was should 

grow well, to build world morally. Adhortation is solid science, evangelization. John Paweł II speaks 

with consciences, then, which it was should make for privilege morality of privileged task, privileged 



place. The church and the family and it should be all Catholic families, they should teach, bring up the 

men of doing and the creating of field - the area for “the primacy from moral this values”. 

 

Podstawowe techniki logoterapii 

Logotherapy is a psychotherapeutic equivalent of a psychological direction, called the „existential 

analysis”. Therapy takes place along two ways, though in different forms. Logotherapy in contrast to 

many existential psychotherapy has to offer distinct therapeutic procedure. Logotherapeutist, in 

addition to the many functions which he deals with, deals also, among other things, not so much the 

symptoms, but rather the patient’s attitude in relation to his neurosis and its symptoms. The main 

methods of logotherapy is the de-reflection method and the method of modulation attitudes. In 

addition, one of the most important logotherapeutic techniques is Socrates dialogue. This dialogue is 

therefore based on the assumption that a teacher or therapist is not just to provide information to 

pupils or patients, but to extract from them what is already deep within them. Socrates dialogue is a 

good approximation to the values, meanings and judgments by asking questions. An important 

method is the library therapy where the treatment consists of reading books. A good book is not only 

a therapeutic but also preventive. Shown above the basic techniques of logotherapy are the result of 

good theoretical foundation, developed in existential analysis. 

 

Migracja zarobkowa w kontekście zmieniającej się rzeczywistości 

Korzyści i zagrożenia 

Actual situation in modern transit it features a highness of tehcnology development, but excessive 

pragmatism and ruinous bellicosity and decreasing estimation tu human person, too. Author this 

study deals with spiritual components, which should not be absent on roads, sea and flying corridors. 

He advise to believes possibilities spiritual performances – parties of clash transit situations. 

 

Duchowośd nadziei chrześcijaoskiej w świetle listów Świętego Pawła 

Nelle lettere di san Paolo troviamo la piena dottrina sulla speranza cristiana. Apostolo presenta la 

speranza come la capacita` fondamentale del cristiano che e` necessaria per la vita umana. 

Mostrando la speranza come virtu` san Paolo indica anche le sue forme essenziali e il suo 

fondamento che si trova nell`amore di Dio verso gli uomini, rivelato in Gesu` Cristo e sempre 

presente per la vita umana nello Spirito Santo particolarmente per mezzo del servizio della Chiesa. 

Attraverso questa testimonianza dell`amore Dio vuole ravvivare sempre di nuovo la speranza nei 

cristiani perche` essi diventino i testimoni della speranza che portano gli altri a Dio che e` la vera 

speranza di ogni uomo. 

 

 

 



Sakralna symbolika wody w kulturze chrześcijaoskiej 

Aspekty pedagogiczne 

Religious symbolism of water in Christian culture 

Just as many forms of nature, also the water, one of the elements belonging to the Ionian basic 

elements co-creates a rich language of symbols. It belongs to the basic images of culture as 

a Heraclitean arch closely associated with natural history: life, health, survival and evolution. Since 

the value of life has been elevated to religion, water - a necessary condition for the existence of life 

on earth - has become the equivalent of the holiness of the entire hinterland of theological, 

anthropological meanings, and a universal, timeless value one might say. The purpose of this article 

is a presentation of the pre-Christian and Christian symbolism of water in order to demonstrate the 

wealth of symbolism that permeates material and spiritual culture as a whole. 

 

Permanentnośd pedagogii w posłannictwie kapłaoskim 

Permanency of pedagogy in apostolic succession 

The New Testament testifies clearly, that Christ established new priesthood to replace the Old 

Testament one. It is closely related to the mission of the Church consisting in continuing here on 

earth Christ’s work as the Savior, and implies participation in Christ’s very priesthood. Both bishops 

and presbyters participate in one priesthood of Christ. 

The Apostles received the full and complete munus of service through the direct participation in 

Christ’s consecration and mission, as well as the special authority to fulfill their mission as the 

foundation of the Church. The same munus of the apostolic service was transferred to bishops and 

their successors. Also, it is always the same munus of the apostolic service that is handed over by 

bishops to presbyters in the hierarchical structure, because they too participate in Christ’s mission as 

well as in that of the Apostles. Thus, bishops hold the full sacrament of holy orders, the full holy 

service and munus of service – to develop their own mission within the Church. 

 

Niepełnosprawnośd a sens życia 

Disability and a sense of life. 

People with disabilities, despite their cripplehood, can find the sense of their life and existence and 

do not close themselves within the four walls of their disability cells, even though they have to work 

much more harder to overcome the resistance of subjects, to become the “efficient” handicapped 

and to achieve all the things we normally do not have to make great endeavours. They have the 

strength, which is emitted while contacting them, in order to become the source of strength to 

healthy ones who quite often lack persistence and faith. They are for us and not the opposite way 

round. Our problem is that we see a half empty glass whereas handicapped persons, despite their 

disabilities, see it half full, even though their day has the same number of hours as the day of Helen 

Keller. 



Oddziaływanie społeczno-pedagogiczne funkcjonariusza policji 

Policing issue raises a lot of excitement not only in the Polish reality. Polish police flood-Lano, 

a uniformed and armed formation of serving the public. The history of the police is so long, how long 

is the history of the state. One of the many tasks of police officers is policing at football matches. In 

modern times, the discipline by which supporters of aggression is manifested a lot of football. The 

phenomenon of hooliganism in Poland had its origins in the 80s The behavior of football fans, the 

important role played by the &quot;feeling of being at mass,&quot; We must clearly say that in 

football fan culture often clashes between security officers and watchful over the fans. The studies in 

this direction give a pretty sad picture. Fans who exhibit a negative attitude towards the police 

demonstrate it in the most different ways. Serious task of proper education as a future-it is the fan 

first and foremost to physical education teachers, who must form a positive attitude sports. 

 

Zmiany zachodzące w polskich gimnazjach w aspekcie zjawiska wagarowania 

The article entitled “Changes happening in Polish middle secondary schools in the aspect of truancy” 

presents the situation in Polish middle secondary schools in the context of the increasing truancy 

phenomenon. Truancy affects children from various communities, both in the country and city. The 

consequence of negative attitudes of students in Polish secondary schools is the deepening 

phenomenon of social maladjustment. The reasons for truancy should be found both in the situation 

at school, in the family and in the education system. 

 

Biowładza – jej charakter i fundament filozoficzny 

In an era of genetics to the rank of a true tyrant grows biowładza. In many cases biowładza not 

express in a concrete biopolitics. Biowładza she has appeared at the turn of the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. Biowładza it is the authority on biology. Biopolitics and biopower is the 

conscious use in practice. Formed a market that has mastered well and cyberspace. Everything 

becomes a commodity - the ideas, theories, religion and values. The development of technology has 

meant that we are dealing with human usztucznieniem. Reduction leads to the apotheosis of 

anthropological biopower. Characteristic is that science also subject to similar processes. All 

concepts, theories and discoveries appear to be limited and approximate. Today, new technologies 

have biowładza governance. It seems, therefore, that biowładza modernity, although it is almost all-

powerful, it seems to be devoid of a structured decision-making body. Biowładza grew up on the 

basis of liberal civilization, created a new man. 

 

Konstytucyjne prawo obywatela do sądu – pomoc prawna z urzędu 

The right to the court is a constitutional principle of the democratic rule of law, which gives the unit 

the opportunity to assert its rights by the right to an impartial and independent court. In order to 

improve the functioning of the justice system, the Legislator found it necessary to give the court 

a payable character. Universal access of the unit to the courtand its fees may be exclusive of each 



other, furthermore the right to court may be limited due to varying financial circumstances of the 

individual. The Acts alsointroduce a specific exception to the principle of payment for legal 

proceedings such as:allowing an exemption from the payment of the court fees, establishinga legal 

aid from the office orsubstantial assistance in completing an administrative case . This principle was 

being applied to the criminal proceedings, civil proceedings, as well as a small proportion of the 

administrative proceedings. In criminal trialsthis principle is being implemented by granting 

a defense attorney to the defendant. The defense is granted to an individual who without prejudice 

to himself and his family is unable to bear the costs of defense; as well as to the accused upon whom 

the law guarantees mandatory defense. Establishing a plenipotentiary from the office, is an 

institution that was inscribed in the Code of Civil Procedure. The exemption from the court costs and 

also an obligation toinstruction that is free of charge, are forms of legal aid from the office in the 

administrative proceedings. All of these rules, provethe fact that the Republic of Poland as a truly 

democratic country, respects and maintainsfundamental rights and freedoms of its citizens. Also the 

principle of equality before the law confirms that the Republic of Poland creates favorable conditions 

for access to justice, and thus „giveshand „ to the unity who in an avalanche of articles and 

paragraphs may have trouble finding the right way in legal proceedings. 

 

Święty Książę Kijowski Włodzimierz wzór pedagogii Chrzciciel Rusi 

Saint Volodimer, Prince of Kiev and the Baptiser of Rus` 

Volodimer, prince of Kiev, belongs to saints of  Ortodox Church. He has made a great contribution to 

christianization of Rus` and receiving recognition for his country on international arena. But his 

person looks very controversial watching from catholic point of view.  Character of Volodimer 

described by oldest annals of Rus` is distinctly idealized. We perceive two completely different masks 

of the prince: first – pagan and second – Christian. It`s hard to say which is most credible. Christening 

all the land of Rus` accomplished by Volodimer was political act, significant for future of the country. 

Similarly character was declaration for prince Volodimer as new saint (the decision of local Ortodox 

Church). It was taken as seeking for supernatural help after tragic Tartar`s invasion in 1241 A.C. It`s 

worthy of remarking that sainthood of  Volodimer was questioned by Konstantinopol Patriarchate 

from the very beginning. Saint Volodimer`s patronage over the Rus` and Russia and Ukraine (present-

day countries which appeal to historical heritage of Old Rus`) is controversial. We can`t notice any 

supernatural elements for recognizing this patronage as genuine. 

 

W poszukiwaniu modeli wyrażania doświadczenia religijnego 

The paper analysis  three songs of Arka Noego, which are characterized by irregular formal or 

semantic differences. In this way, these songs also activate the attention of the recipient, lead to 

more careful interpretation and may stimulate religious reflection. Disruption of the regularity typical 

for the species of a song is read as innovative treatment that may be an adequate form to express 

religious experience. At the same time, typical features of this syndrome are  retained in all the 

songs: a simple, communicative language, appeals to everyday realities which are known by children, 



etc. Consequently, they are another example of the successful transmission of religious content to 

a difficult contemporary recipient. 


